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NOT OUT OF HIS DEPTH: Main picture,
Bathtime, Russian-style, for Danny
Violett, left, Danny Violett fishing. ‘The
river was only 50 metres from my front
door and most days a couple of small
trout could be caught in 10 minutes,’ he
says, below, each year, Danny Violett
takes several months of unpaid leave and
goes to Russia to help a bear and wolf
project rehabilitaing orphaned animals

David Green

Flush our loos
with seawater
WHY bring water up to “drinking”
standard and then use it to flush the
loo? This issue has, sadly I fear,
occupied my thoughts on more than a
few occasions over the years,
particularly during droughts when
there have been restrictions on the use
of mains water.
With so much water in the sea off our
coast, would it not amount to better use
of resources to use salt water, rather
than pumping fresh water out of bore
holes and rivers and exposing it to
expensive “clean-up” treatments, only
to feed our toilets?
I understand that Hong Kong, one of
the least favourite destinations of my
lifetime, is the only place in the world
which uses seawater to flush toilets on
a major basis.
The local supply of fresh water is just
not adequate to meet the demand. Since
the 1950s, in order to conserve fresh
water, seawater has been used for toilet
flushing and it apparently now reaches
the loos of about 80% of the population
of nearly seven million people.
The water is pumped ashore for
treatment before supply, although it is
not treated to the same high standard
as the fresh water which is used for
washing and drinking.
Provided that fundamental
precautions are taken, a seawater
supply system is said to be technically
not much more difficult to construct,
operate and maintain than any other
water system.
Look at Sizewell, where millions of
gallons of seawater are sucked into the
B station each day for cooling purposes
and then ejected back out to sea, a
process which I understand kills many
fish, caught in the filters. Incidentally,
pieces of fish from this process were
used to feed bitterns at Minsmere
during a particularly bitter spell
earlier this year.
But back to the loos. Seawater toiletflushing is claimed to be a considerably
cheaper alternative to using treated
freshwater, although I can’t quite
accept this because of the need to
introduce a dual pipework system.
Difficulties can also be encountered
in operating such a system, include the
generation of saline wastewater, which
is more difficult to treat in sewage
treatment works, and pipelines and
equipment is more vulnerable to
corrosion.
You can, of course, follow the
example of Ros and Simon Lavington of
Sproughton, featured in these pages
last week. The couple collect water
from the shower and washing, and use
it to flush their loo, thereby preventing
the need to use fresh water.
A talk about the use of seawater to
flush toilets will be given by two Hong
Kong-based experts at Water &
Environment, the Chartered
Institution of Water and
Environmental Management annual
conference at Olympia, London, on
April 29. For more information, go to
http://www.ciwem.org/events/annual_
conference
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To Russia with love . . .
how Danny spends his holidays
helping needy wolves and bears

D

ANNY Violett works for the operations
delivery team of the Environment
Agency but has a passion for animals
not found in even the deepest, darkest
corners of our rural landscape. So
each year he takes several months of unpaid
leave and goes to Russia to help a bear
and wolf project rehabilitaing
orphaned animals. Situated in
a remote area of mainly
coniferous forest
interspersed with hazel,
willow and ash, the
project was the idea
of a Russian
ecologist and exhunter, Professor
Pazhetnov, and his
wife. It is now
funded by the
International
Fund for Animal
Welfare and
staffed mainly by
volunteers.
Danny made his
first trip in 2007 and
managed to persuade
the Environment
Agency’s fisheries,
recreation and conservation
team and the head of transport
to donate an old Landrover to the
project. The journey to Russia took him
four days, although one was spent stuck at the
Belarus border, where guards made him take
everything out of the van, which was stuffed
to the gunwales with donated equipment. This
included chainsaws, generators, grease,
hammers, socket sets, huge batteries and old
National Rivers Authority overalls.
Danny has worked for the Environment
Agency for 11 years. Before this he spent a
year at Otley College, studying forestry, and

Danny Violett is certainly doing his bit for 2010 International Year of
Biodiversity. This summer he is planning to visit the depths of Russia for
the fifth time to help protect wolves and bears. ANN HAVARD reports
gained qualifications in tree
surgery and
conservation. He then
worked at Essex
University for five
years as a
forester cum
gardener.
“My day job
now is spent
clearing trees
and shopping
trolleys from
rivers. I also
have to
respond to
flooding
incidents,
maintain tidal
flaps and
construct new mill
gates and fishpasses,” Danny says.
The bears
rehabilitated by the project
are of the brown variety (Ursus
arctos) and have been orphaned by
logging activities and hunting. Some come
from areas of Russia up to 600 miles away.
Bears normally give birth to three cubs in a
litter and, at one time when Danny was there,
the project was looking after 13 cubs.
The cubs are born in the depths of the
Russian winter and the project normally gets
newly-orphaned cubs between January and
February, when they are still very tiny. They
are kept inside and need to be bottle-fed baby

milk every two hours by volunteers until
April. They are then allowed out into an
enclosure where they are fed porridge mixed
up with butchers’ leftovers twice a day.
By June the bear cubs are big enough for
the gate into the forest to be opened, and the
following spring the youngsters wander off
forever into the wilderness.
The project also has two wolf packs (Canis
lupus) and the idea is that the older ones help
raise the younger ones to help keep them wild.
The youngest pups, which are from a zoo, are
taken out into the forest each day by French
biologist Laetitia Becker.
One of the aims of the project is to educate
the children from the area of the need to
protect both the bears and the wolves, and to
keep them away from human habitation so
they can live natural, wild lives.
In the summer, when Danny first went, the
weather was warm and his daily bath was in a
nearby lake. However, he has visited in
December, when freezing snowstorms and
biting winds made everyday life extremely
harsh. “Our cabins are constructed of logs,
with the gaps filled with sphagnum moss. The
only warm place is in the rustic sauna!”
Danny laughs.
“It’s the real back of beyond and quite cut
off from 21st Century life. Intermittent
electricity means you need back-up generators
and for these you need petrol. The distance to
the nearest supply is 40 miles. Extreme
weather and bad roads mean vehicles really
take a battering, and because the locals have
not been used to having motorised transport
for very long, it means they have no idea how
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LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE . . . ISH: In the
summer, when Danny Violett first went to
Russia, the weather was warm. However, he
has visited in December, when snowstorms
and biting winds made life extremely harsh.
‘Our cabins are constructed of logs, with the
gaps filled with sphagnum moss. The only
warm place is in the rustic sauna!’ he says

THE ENVIRONMENT
AGENCY GOES EAST: Above,
The local car wash in
Russia!, below, One of the
aims of the Russian project
is to educate the children
from the area of the need to
protect both the bears and
the wolves, and to keep
them away from human
habitation so they can live
natural, wild lives

to mend them. If your vehicle breaks down it
may take six weeks to get spare parts from
Moscow.”
Fortunately, Danny is a useful chap to have
about and during his time there fixed tractors,
re-wired the wolf house and built a new wolf
compound.
During the winter the locals live off food
stored in their cellars: mainly cabbage soup,
honey and porridge! In Russia there is still a
vast difference in lifestyle between the rich and
the poor. This project at least provides some
income from tourism and a few local jobs.
Danny found coming back to the UK a real
cultural shock and in particular the chemical
smell of the 21st Century really hit him. “I kept
going round asking ‘What’s that smell?’ I
eventually tracked it down to carpets, curtains
and plastic chairs!”
He went again for three months in 2009.
“This time it was my job to look after the
volunteers for the wolf project. There were
about 25 volunteers from France, Germany,
Italy and Belgium between the ages of 18 and
65. Most stayed for two weeks but a few stayed
for longer.”
The volunteers work six days a week and on
Sundays have a “wolf day” when they can visit
the wolf enclosures or go on guided tours
around the forest with experts Vladimir
Bologov or Laetitia Becker.
The main work in 2009 was to re-build and
repair an old school house for use as a wolf
education centre. Danny says: “This is a large
wooden building with high ceilings and four
huge fireplaces. It hadn’t been used as a school
for 30 years and needed repairs to floors, wall

and ceilings. Most of the windows were
missing, and some of the doors too.”
Despite all the hard work there was plenty
of time most days to wander off to swim in
the lakes or walk to other villages, go bird
watching, fishing or just to catch up on sleep
in the sun. All summer the temperature
during the day was between 25 and 30C.
“A typical day for me would be to wake up
and go fishing for my breakfast. The river
was only 50 meters from my front door and
most days a couple of small trout could be

‘‘

Our cabins are
constructed of logs,
with the gaps filled with
sphagnum moss. The
only warm place is in
the rustic sauna!
Danny Violett

caught in 10 minutes. After my fresh fish
feast it was a 15-minute drive to the village
with the school and the volunteers along dirt
roads. It would be an unusual event to see
another car. The village I lived in was near
two of the wolf enclosures, which made it
easier for me to do a daily check of the
compound for holes and fallen trees, as
escapee wolves were not uncommon!

“This time we had seven new wolves: four
from St Petersburg Zoo, two from a hunter
and one from a car park in Moscow!
Durimar (the tame wolf from the Moscow
car park) was about 14 months old. He was
kept at the school for the summer as a
quarantine measure and to show the locals
what a wild wolf was like.
“The Bear Project only had four cubs this
time; the smallest was only 300g in
January; by the time I left in September it
was nearer to 30kg and doing very nicely,
thank you.
“I also saw three of last year’s bears,
which have satellite and radio collars on.
Every time I saw them they were stuffing
their fat faces in preparation for their
second winter of hibernation. It was a good
year for the bears, with many berries at the
end of the summer: just what a hungry bear
needs.”
Danny is planning on returning to Russia
againin June, July and August. “I’m hoping
to persuade the Environment Agency to
donate a Nissan 4x4 this year. We have the
old school to finish; this will be Russia’s
first wolf education centre and we still have
work to do on the students’ accommodation
that involves rebuilding chimneys,
repairing windows and installing water
heaters and water pumps. This will be my
fifth time and each time I go I love it more.”
■ To learn more, or take part in the
volunteer programme, log on to www.
lupuslaetus.org or send a donation and
offers of equipment through Danny’s
website: www.bringyourpassport.com
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We were ahead
of our time
From Page 8
in Transition: a whole network growing up
across the county.
Which means that people can decide
which group to gravitate towards – which
one best suits their needs.”
David goes on to explain that there are
now “Transition” towns, islands, and
forests worldwide all working towards the
development of multi-lateral “road map” for
a sustainable future.
A concept created in 2006 by Louise
Rooney in Ireland and then popularized by
Rob Hopkins in Totnes in Devon has
snowballed into a remarkable 275
“Transition” communities from Devon to
Chile. What you might call a staggering
example of “people power”… The unifying
principle – be it GreenerFram or Transition
Santa Cruz – being the basic desire to make
a change from within and the recognition
that anybody can get involved however big
or small his or her contribution.
It might be as simple as recycling inkcartridges. Or distributing leaflets around
town, successfully lobbying more than 40
households to take up the option of free
insulation products, and/or bulk-buying
solar-powered water heating – two excellent
GreenerFram initiatives.
Or perhaps running a conference –
Future Visions: a world beyond oil – to kickstart the debate on how a local community
can adapt to the changes that will come
about through energy depletion and climate
change: another GreenerFram project
which attracted over 80 delegates to Thomas
Mills High School last month.
All examples of local projects that won’t
change the world unilaterally but will
definitely make a difference to the local
community. Especially in terms of putting
back money into people’s pockets!
What’s next for Framlingham, I wonder.
“Well, we’re very interested in local food
production and one idea is to create and run
a community orchard. We’re in the process
of looking for a suitable site. Of course, it’s
just a dream at the moment but sometimes
dreams become reality…”
I leave it at that as David takes me outside
to demonstrate the homemade sustainable
display board that travels round the county
with them.
Suffice it to say, I stand corrected. David
and the rest of the GreenerFram team have
done a remarkable job in a very short period
of time.
As for Fram Against the Missiles – I
think we were just ahead of our time.

Environment fact of the
week from

1 recycled tin can
would save enough
energy to power a
television for 3 hours
Railway Sidings, Great Blakenham
Nr. Ipswich, Suffolk, IP6 OJB
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